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ABSTRACT

The detection and handling of OOD (out-of-domain) user ut-
terances are significant problems for spoken language systems. We
have proposed a novel OOD detection framework, which makes
use of classification confidence scores of multiple topics. In this
paper, we extend this framework in order to handle natural lan-
guage dialogue. Specifically, two issues are addressed. First, to
effectively incorporate dialogue context, we investigate methods
to combine multiple utterances at various stages of the OOD de-
tection process. Second, to improve robustness on spontaneous
speech, we introduce a topic clustering scheme which provides
reliable topic classification confidence even for indistinct utter-
ances. The system is evaluated on natural dialogue via the ATR
speech-to-speech translation system, and a significant improve-
ment in OOD detection accuracy was achieved by incorporating
the two proposed techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spoken language systems are typically developed specifically to
operate over limited and definite domains, as defined by the back-
end application system. However, users, especially novice users,
do not always have an exact concept of the application domain and
may attempt utterances that cannot be handled by the back-end
system. These are referred to as OOD (out-of-domain) utterances
in this paper.

Most current systems consider all input utterances to be in-
domain. This assumption, however, often leads to confusion in
users. For example, users can interact via a speech-to-speech trans-
lation system as shown in Figure 1. For an in-domain task (Exam-
ple A), users are able to overcome speech recognition and ma-
chine translation errors by re-phrasing the input sentence. How-
ever, when users attempt an OOD task (Example B), a deadlock
will occur, as translation will fail no matter how the utterance is
rephrased. To overcome this problem, OOD utterances must be
accurately detected and appropriate feedback should be generated.
This will enable users to determine whether to re-attempt the cur-
rent task after being confirmed as in-domain, or to halt after being
informed that it is out-of-domain and cannot be handled by the
system.

Research in OOD detection is very limited, and typically fo-
cused on single utterance tasks, such as call routing [1, 2]. In [3],
we proposed an OOD detection framework based on topic classifi-
cation and in-domain verification. In this framework, the applica-
tion domain is assumed to consist of multiple sub-domain topics.

Example A: In-domain dialogue, re-phrased

JPN [Excuse me, I’d like to go to a hotel in town
what would be the best way to get there.]

Recognition/Translation incorrect
ENG Pardon me.
JPN [Please tell me how to get to a hotel in town.]
ENG The easiest way is to take a taxi.

...

Example B: Out-of-domain dialogue

ENG Good Morning, Brown and Associates,
how may I help you?

Recognition/Translation incorrect
JPN [Could you say that again?]
ENG Yes, this is the office of Brown and Associates.

Recognition/Translation incorrect
JPN [Could you say that again?]
ENG Yes, this is Mr. Browns’ office, how may I help you?

...

Fig. 1. OOD dialogue in speech based translation

OOD detection is performed by first calculating confidence scores
for each topic class and then applying an in-domain verification
model to this vector. The in-domain verification model is trained
using deleted interpolation of topics, enabling the system to be
developed even when no OOD training data is available. The per-
formance of the system was preliminarily evaluated on a simple
travel phrasebook task, where OOD detection was performed on
read-speech utterances of prepared sentences.

In this paper, we extend the proposed OOD detection frame-
work to handle natural spoken dialogue. We investigate various
methods to incorporate dialogue context into the framework. Com-
pared to the phrasebook task in [3], where sentences are typically
related to a single topic, in natural dialogue the relationship be-
tween utterances and individual topics is often indistinct. To over-
come this problem, we introduce a topic clustering scheme where
meta-topics are created to provide coverage over closely related
topic classes, improving the robustness of topic classification. The
effectiveness of these two techniques is evaluated on natural dia-
logue via a speech-to-speech translation system.
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Fig. 2. OOD utterance detection based on topic classification

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In the proposed framework, the training set is initially split into
multiple topic classes. In the work described in this paper, topic
classes are pre-defined and the training set is hand-labeled appro-
priately. These data are then used to train the topic classification
models.

An overview of the OOD detection framework is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Speech recognition is performed by applying a generalized
language model that covers all in-domain topics, and a recognition
hypothesis X is generated. OOD detection is then performed in
the following steps. First, the recognition hypothesis X is trans-
formed to a vector-space representation W and topic classifica-
tion confidence scores (C(t1|W ), . . . , C(tm|W )) are generated
by applying classification models for each topic class ti. Next,
an in-domain verification model Vin−domain(X) is applied to the
vector of topic classification scores and an in-domain verification
score is generated. Finally, an OOD decision is made by apply-
ing a threshold ϕ to this score. We have previously shown in [4]
that SVM-based topic classification and linear discriminate verifi-
cation modeling are suitable for the proposed framework. These
are described briefly below.

2.1. SVM-based Topic Classification

Topic classification is based on a vector-space model, where sen-
tences are represented as a vector of occurrence counts, relating
to word, word-pair, and word-triplet features. Within this vector-
space, SVMs (support vector machines) [5] are trained to discrim-
inate each topic class from others.

Classification is performed by feeding the vector representa-
tion W of the input utterance X to each SVM classifier. A clas-
sification confidence score (C(ti|W )) is computed by applying a
sigmoid function to the resulting SVM distance.

2.2. In-domain Verification

In-domain verification involves applying a linear discriminate
model (Equation 1) to the resulting confidence vector from topic
classification. The linear discriminant weights (λ1, . . . , λm) are
trained using deleted interpolation of topics as described in [3].

Vin−domain(X) =
mX

i=1

λiC(ti|W ) (1)

W : vector representation of input utterance X
m: number of topic classes
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Fig. 3. Topic clustering

3. TOPIC CLUSTERING

In natural dialogue, tasks are often completed through a sequence
of utterances. Some utterances may not be full linguistic sen-
tences, and the relationship between utterances and individual top-
ics is often indistinct. To improve topic classification robustness,
we introduce a topic clustering scheme, where a set of meta-topic
classes are generated to provide coverage over closely related and
confusable topic classes.

Meta-topics are generated by performing agglomerative clus-
tering to the original in-domain topic classes. Clustering involves
iteratively determining the closest topic pairs and merging them
until the distances between all topics are greater than some pre-
defined threshold. The distance measure applied during clustering
dist(ti, tj) is defined as the average distance between topic ti’s
training data (Si) and topic tj’s SVM hyperplane and vice versa
(Equation 2).

dist(ti, tj) =‖ average
W∈Si

dist⊥(W, tj)− average
W∈Sj

dist⊥(W, tj) ‖

+ ‖ average
W∈Sj

dist⊥(W, ti) − average
W∈Si

dist⊥(W, ti) ‖ (2)

Si: set of training sentences of topic class ti

dist⊥(W, tj): perpendicular distance from input sentence W
to SVM hyperplane of topic tj

The resulting clustering structure for an evaluation task do-
main is shown in Figure 3. In this example, six clusters were gen-
erated (1, . . . , 6). The lowest layer of the structure corresponds to
the individual topic classes and those classes higher in the hierar-
chy correspond to meta-topics that provide coverage over multiple
topics. Topic classification models are trained for all individual
topics and meta-topics, and these models are used to compute the
topic confidence vector C(ti|W ) during OOD detection.

4. INCORPORATING DIALOGUE CONTEXT

When applying OOD detection to spoken dialogue, the deci-
sion should be made for a sequence of utterances consider-
ing dialogue context. Namely, for a set of n consecutive ut-
terances (X1, . . . , Xn), a single in-domain verification score
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Vin−domain(X[1,...,n]) is calculated. We investigate three meth-
ods to incorporate dialogue context into the OOD detection frame-
work, involving combining utterances at three levels: word vector,
topic classification, and in-domain verification. These three meth-
ods are explained in the following sub-sections.

4.1. Word Vector-level Combination (WRD)

The simplest method is to concatenate the word sequences of mul-
tiple utterances (X1, . . . , Xn) and generate a single word vec-
tor (W[1,...,n]) by summing word occurrences over all utterances
(Equation 3). Topic classification is then applied to this vector and
the resulting scores are used for in-domain verification (Equation
4).

W[1,...,n] =

j≤nX

j=1

Wj (3)

Vin−domainavg (X[1,...,n]) =
mX

i=1

λiC(ti|W[1,...,n]) (4)

4.2. Topic Classification-level Combination (TOP)

An alternative method is to combine utterances at the topic clas-
sification level. Topic classification scores are calculated indepen-
dently for each utterance (C(ti|W1), . . . , C(ti|Wn)) and then av-
eraged (Equation 5), generating a single topic classification vector.
In-domain verification is then applied as shown in Equation 6.

Cavg(ti|W1, . . . , Wn) =
1

n

j≤nX

j=1

C(ti|Wj) (5)

Vin−domainavg (X[1,...,n]) =
mX

i=1

λiCavg(ti|W1, . . . , Wn) (6)

4.3. In-domain Verification-level Combination (VER)

In this method, topic classification and in-domain verification is
applied independently for each input utterance. The in-domain
verification score is then averaged over the individual verification
scores (Equation 7).

Vin−domainavg (X[1,...,n]) =

j≤nX

j=1

Vin−domain(Xj) (7)

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1. Experiment Setup

The performance of the proposed OOD detection framework is
evaluated for real English/Japanese spoken dialogue via a speech-
to-speech translation system, which was developed at ATR [6].
The system consists of statistical machine translation back-ends
for English-to-Japanese and Japanese-to-English translation, and
user interfaces based on speech recognition and text-to-speech
modules. OOD detection systems were integrated into the above

Table 1. ATR-BTEC training corpus
Domain: Basic Travel Expressions
Languages: English, Japanese
Training Set: 14 topics (accommodation, shopping, ...)
Training Set: 400k sentences
Lexicon Size: 10k/20k (English/Japanese respectively)

Table 2. OOD detection performance for topic clustering
OOD detection

Initiating No. Sessions accuracy (EER%)
speaker OOD Topic OOD ID T C

English accommodation 37 113 15.6 11.2
airport 8 144 13.5 13.9
restaurant 11 142 27.4 25.6
shopping 11 140 13.0 13.0
sightseeing 20 131 23.2 15.1

TOTAL 87 670 18.4 14.9
Japanese accommodation 44 111 27.6 20.6

airport 9 144 11.1 11.1
restaurant 8 144 12.5 12.5
shopping 22 132 23.1 13.6
sightseeing 20 134 28.4 24.8

TOTAL 103 665 22.1 17.3
T: classifiers applied for original topics only
C: classifiers for topic clustered meta-topics included

system for each language side. The test set consists of 305 dia-
logue sessions between native English and Japanese speakers for
various dialogue scenes.

The performance of the OOD detection framework was eval-
uated for 5 test scenarios. For each scenario, one topic was set as
OOD of the system, and the language model for speech recogni-
tion and OOD detection modules were trained with the remaining
in-domain topic data from the ATR-BTEC corpus (Table 1) [7].

System performance was evaluated using the EER (equal er-
ror rate) measure. The OOD detection threshold (ϕ) was selected
such that the FAR (false acceptance rate) and FRR (false rejection
rate) were equal. FAR is the percentage of falsely accepted OOD
sessions, and FRR is the percentage of falsely rejected in-domain
dialogue sessions.

5.2. Evaluation of Topic Clustering

First, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed topic cluster-
ing scheme. In this experiment, OOD detection was applied to the
correct transcriptions of the initial (n = 1) utterance of each di-
alogue. The performance for the English and Japanese dialogue
sides is shown for the five test scenarios in Table 2. For each test
scenario, one topic was set as OOD of the system (Table 2, col-
umn 2) and the remaining topics were considered as in-domain.
The OOD detection accuracy when only the original topic classi-
fiers were applied (T) and when clustering was conducted (C) are
shown.

Topic clustering provides a total reduction in EER of 3.5 points
(from 18.4% to 14.9%) and 4.8 points (from 22.1% to 17.3%) for
the English and Japanese sides, respectively. We observed that
even when an exact topic could not be identified for in-domain
utterances, confidence scores of the meta-topic classes provided
evidence that the utterance was in-domain.
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Table 3. Evaluation of utterance combination
OOD detection accuracy

Initiating Combination (EER%)
speaker method n = 1 n = 2 n = 3

English WRD 18.4 22.9 17.7
TOP - 18.8 16.5
VER - 21.7 21.1

Japanese WRD 22.1 21.8 21.6
TOP - 20.8 20.2
VER - 24.4 24.7

WRD: word vector-level combination
TOP: topic classification-level combination
VER: in-domain verification-level combination

Table 4. Speech recognition accuracy for test data
In-domain Out-of-domain

Language WER SER WER SER

Japanese 21.2% 47.0% 23.8% 54.2%

5.3. Evaluation of Utterance Combination

Next, we investigate the system performance when dialogue con-
text is incorporated. We compare three methods to combine multi-
ple utterances as described in Section 4. The system performance
when applied to correct transcriptions is shown in Table 3. The
performance of each method was evaluated for various numbers of
utterances, n = (1, 2, 3).

Combining utterances at the topic classification-level provided
the best performance with a reduction in EER of 1.9 points, for
both the English and Japanese sides (n = 3). However, this im-
provement is relatively small, suggesting that OOD detection tasks
tend to be dominated by the initial utterance.

Utterance combination at the word vector and in-domain veri-
fication level degraded the detection accuracy. At the word vector-
level, a shift in topic within a single session cannot be correctly
handled by a single vector, thus combining utterances at this level
is unsuccessful. At the in-domain verification-level, the dynamic
range of the verification scores is large, so averaging the scores
over multiple utterances tends to be affected by outliers.

5.4. Overall System Performance

Finally, topic clustering and utterance combination (at the topic
classification-level) were combined and the system was evaluated
when applied to both the correct transcriptions and ASR results.
The average WER for the Japanese dialogue side for the in-domain
and OOD sets is shown in Table 3. As the English ASR is still
under development, we did not integrate it in this work.

The OOD detection performance for the original OOD frame-
work, and when topic clustering and dialogue context are incorpo-
rated are shown in Figure 5. A significant reduction in detection
errors is gained for the transcription case. The clustering and utter-
ance combination techniques provided a reduction in EER of 4.8
and 1.9 points individually, and when combined a total reduction
in EER of 6.4 points (from 22.1% to 15.7%) was gained for the
n = 3 case. Some degradation for the ASR case is observed (es-
pecially for the n = 2 and n = 3 cases). However considering
the WER of 20%, the proposed OOD detection approach is robust
against speech recognition errors.
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Fig. 4. Combined performance on transcriptions and ASR results

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated OOD detection for natural spoken dialogue
by incorporating dialogue context. To improve system robustness,
we also introduced topic clustering. The performance of the pro-
posed techniques was evaluated on real dialogue via a speech-to-
speech translation system. Topic clustering significantly improved
OOD detection performance and a small improvement was also
gained by combining multiple utterances during topic classifica-
tion. The system performance on ASR results was similar to that
for transcriptions, showing that the proposed framework works ro-
bustly against speech recognition errors.
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